Abstract—Localized binary model (LBP) is an efficient local feature description operator. As a nonparametric description operator, it has received more and more attention and has achieved great success in the field of face recognition. In this paper, we introduce only the first-order non-directional feature of LBP operator, and introduce the high-order differential ULDP operator in four directions, and apply the preprocessing method to face recognition. In addition, the threshold for the LBP operator is completely dependent on the defects of the central pixels. In this paper, the local threshold model (ALTP) of the adaptive threshold is proposed. The threshold of the region is automatically generated by calculating the mean and variance of the local region pixels. The experimental results in several commonly used face databases show that ULDP and ALTP in this paper have good robustness to face recognition in non-constrained environment, especially face recognition with illumination change.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of modern intelligent information technology, computer and Internet technologies are becoming increasingly developed. In the meantime, people face increasingly strong challenges in information security. In this context, a problem that needs to be solved urgently by the society is about how to identify and affirm identity accurately and fast [1]. At present, personal document or password is the principal method for identity authentication. As is known from long-term practices, the loss of personal documents and passwords has severely threatened the information security of people’s daily life and work. In order to find an identity authentication method with higher security, researchers apply biological characteristics to identity authentication through the feature that human characteristics cannot be copied. Subsequently, the method of identifying biological characteristics enjoys fast development and application. Compared with the traditionally used methods of identifying passwords and personal documents, the biological characteristic recognition has numerous advantages, including being fast, safe, un-duplicated and difficult to be forged [2].

As is known to all, biological characteristics (such as fingerprints, genes, profiles and voices) are characteristics unique to a person. According to such biological characteristics, numerous technical means have been developed and designed based on computer fundamentals in the current phase to identify the human identity, including voice recognition. Currently, the recognition technology in this regard has been widely accepted and applied [3]. In the above-mentioned human characteristic recognition technology, the facial recognition technology receives unanimous acclaims for more friendly interactions and no psychological barrier in use. Secondly, the analysis of human facial expressions helps people to obtain the information that cannot be identified by other methods [4]. In addition, the biological characteristic recognition has several advantages, such as being non-contact, non-mandatory and non-invasive. Moreover, the human face triggers memories more easily than other body parts. Hence the biological characteristic recognition is of great significance to research the facial recognition technology. That’s why it is the current hot-spot direction of identity authentication, image processing and other subjects [5].

The exploration of facial recognition technology is of important scientific values, which are represented in two aspects: Firstly, the research on the facial recognition technology deepens people’s understandings of humans’ visual system; secondly, the research on the facial recognition technology provides a basis for applying artificial intelligence. Hence setting up a facial recognition system on the computer has significant application values and application prospects for identifying facial images [6].

Automatic face recognition (AFR) refers to the use of computer systems to analyze facial images, from which to extract effective authentication information, used to identify the identity of the measured face of a technology [7]. As one of the most direct, the most natural and the most easily accepted biometrics, automatic face recognition has been studied for more than sixty years, especially in the last two decades, as a global pattern recognition and The research focus in the field of computer vision. After several decades of development, automatic face recognition technology has made great progress. The best automatic face recognition system in the ideal situation has been able to achieve satisfactory performance and successfully applied to many security areas. However, a large number of tests and experiments show that: non-constrained
conditions of face recognition technology there are still serious difficulties. To develop a truly robust and practical automatic face recognition system also needs to solve some of the key issues, in particular, need to study the facial image in a variety of non-ideal environment, the most effective and most resolute feature extraction algorithm.

In this paper, we introduce an Adaptive local ternary pattern (ALTP) for high-performance multi-spectral face recognition. ALTP is also a variant of the local binary pattern feature descriptor. In texture analysis and face recognition, the LBP [8-10] operator can extract features with high resolution. However, in the definition of LBP operator, the threshold in the process of monotonic conversion is the central pixel of the local region, that is, the feature extracted by LBP operator is seriously dependent on the gray value of the central pixel. May result in a region where the gray scale distribution is uniform and the illumination gradient is uniform, and the LBP operator is sensitive to noise. In order to solve this problem, local ternary pattern (LTP) [11, 12] proposed to extracting a bifurcation of three values by artificially introducing a threshold to extract richer local resolution feature information. However, the threshold of LTP needs to be set manually, and the threshold is the most important factor affecting LTP operator performance. In face recognition, different images in the face database have different characteristics, it is impossible to use a threshold in the face of all the people has achieved good results. In order to make up for this deficiency of LTP, we proposed ALTP, through the image itself pixel changes, automatically set the threshold, so the use of LTP extracts as much as possible in the resolution of the details of the details

II. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF LTP

LBP is an effectively describe operator within the scope of the gray scale of texture, the original operator area is 3 * 3, the window is mainly composed of a center pixel gc and 8 adjacent pixels g0, · · · , g7. In LBP operator, the texture T of the image can be denoted as [19]:

\[ T \approx t(g_0 - g_c, \cdots, g_7 - g_c) \] (1)

Will in the window within another 8 pixels to center pixel as a benchmark for banalization operation, concrete process is: the center pixel as the threshold, will the other 8 pixel gray value compared with the threshold, assumptions surrounding the pixel size is less than the center pixel, so the pixel tag to 0, or 1.

After the binary operation, the new T calculation formula is obtained:

\[ T \approx t(s(g_0 - g_c), \cdots, s(g_7 - g_c)) \] (2)

The operation of the binary is expressed as:

\[ S(x) = \begin{cases} 1, & x \geq 0 \\ 0, & x < 0 \end{cases} \] (3)

Complete formula (3) after operation, eight neighboring pixels in a 3 * 3 window can be corresponding to the eight binary values, then use the calculation formula (4) weighted summation of pixel location, to calculate the area of LBP values.

\[ LBP_{(x_c,y_c)} = \sum_{i=0}^{P} s(g_i - g_c)2^i \] (4)

The LBP operator is adopted to calculate the pixels in images and obtain the LBP values that correspond to different pixel positions. In this way, the pattern information of an image is described. The early LBP operator is derived from the locally-nearest concept of pattern. In the early phase, its function is to assist the measurement of the comparison of the local region, namely LBP/C. Fig.4 describes the calculation methods of the early LBP in the early phase in details. The comparative component C is the mean value of all pixel points in the field that are ≥ central pixel points gc and all pixels within the region that are <central pixel points gc.

The basic LBP operator has the defect of only covering an extremely small region within the radius. It is thus unable to meet the demands of different sizes and frequency patterns [20]. Ojala et al. conducted the improvement research to make up for the above-mentioned defects, meet the demands for various sizes and meet the requirements of grayness and rotational invariance.

The improvement of local ternary pattern (LTP) is in the quantization stage [13]. By introducing -1 value model, the binary coding of LBP is extended to three-valued coding, and then the image space is transformed in the gray value range to improve the LTP operator extraction. Classification of features [14] LTP artificially introduces a threshold value t to quantize the pixels within the g² + t region of the local area center pixel g² to 0; the pixel whose gray scale is greater than g² + t is quantified to 1; the gray value is less than g² − t. Of the pixels are quantized to -1. The three-valued quantization function in LTP can be defined as:

\[ S'(g, g_c, t) = \begin{cases} 1, & g > g_c + t \\ 0, & |g - g_c| \leq t \\ -1, & g < g_c - t \end{cases} \] (5)

Among them t is a threshold introduced by man, the introduction of t makes the LTP insensitive to the noise change, but it can be seen from the definition that the LTP gray value of the LTP compared to the monotonic invariance of the LBP grayscale transformation Transform and have monotonic invariance [15]. In radius R, select P sampling point (xc,yc) as the center of the local image texture space structure, the specific LTP mode can be calculated using the following formula:

\[ LTP_{P,R}(x_c,y_c) = \sum_{i=0}^{P} S'(g, g_c, t) \] (6)

By LTP mode definition, LTP coding process and LBP is basically the same, as shown in Fig. 1, the local area of the central pixel value is 85, we will T is set to 5, then the local area of the final ternary The code is: 11011 (-1) (-1) 0 [16].
According to the definition of LTP mode, it can be seen that the LTP transform of a P-sampling point will eventually produce 3P transform modes, which are very computationally important in image analysis. In order to simplify the calculation process of LTP, the coding of LTP transform can be decomposed according to positive value and a negative value, and the two parts are re-coded with LBP operator.

According to the process shown in the above diagram, it is possible to decompose a LTP mode into two LBP modes. Then, by using the characteristics of LBP such as the unified mode mentioned above, we can decrease the dimension of LTP operator and reduce the LTP Time complexity in analysis. Fig. 2 is the face image LTP transformation diagram, we can see from the figure facial image by LTP transformation and decomposition by LBP can get two images.

### III. ADAPTIVE LOCAL TERNARY PATTERN

Based on the LBP operator, the LTP operator extends the binary model to the trivalent model by customizing a threshold, which reduces the sensitivity of the operator to the noise to a certain extent. However, the threshold value $t$ needs to be artificially set, and the gray scale distribution of the face image under different conditions is very different. A human-set threshold cannot be applied to the face image under different conditions, LTP in the face recognition application; In addition, the threshold generally needs to go through a large number of experiments to determine, limiting the LTP operator in the actual image analysis applications. In order to solve the above problems, this paper proposes an adaptive local ternary pattern (ALTP).

Different with central thresholds of LBP and LTP, the threshold in ALTP is based on the change in the overall pixel gray value of a local region. That is, the ALTP threshold is different in different local regions. The threshold is mainly determined by the variance of the gray value of the local area pixel and the pixel gray value of the image itself. The tripartite function in ALTP can be defined as:

$$
S_a = \begin{cases} 
1 & g_i > (\mu + k\sigma) \\
0 & |g_i| \leq (\mu + k\sigma) \\
-1 & g_i < (\mu + k\sigma) 
\end{cases}
$$

And $g_i$ is the gray value of the pixels around the central pixel of the local region, $\mu$ is the mean of the local region, $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the local region, and $K$ is a constant. In the ALTP, the standard deviation of the pixel gray value of an image as a whole is selected as the value of $\sigma$ in the definition, since it is possible to introduce the change feature of the image as a whole in the ALTP while ALTP extracts the local information feature of the image ALTP extracts some local characteristics while extracting local features, and then extracts more identification information for classification recognition.

ALTP uses the simple statistical method to calculate the threshold of the local area gray value transformation, and the thresholds of different regions are different, so that the image itself can be extracted in the uniform local space of the image and some uniform gradient of the light gradient. In addition, ALTP can automatically calculate the threshold for different images, thus avoiding the artificially set threshold, reduce or eliminate the impact of manual participation in the face recognition process.

Fig. 4 is a process for calculating ALTP, where the mean value of the region is 105.44, the standard deviation is 65.90, $K$ is a constant, we set it to 1, then the corresponding three-valued code is 1100 (-1 ) 000.

ALTP only changes the definition of the triple function in the LTP transformation process. A local region is still a series of trilingual coding after ALTP calculations. Compared with LTP, ALTP in the case of p sampling points generated by the number of patterns is still 3p. In order to reduce the number of
ALTP patterns and simplify the computational complexity of ALTP in face recognition applications, we use the ALTP according to the positive part (defined as: Adaptive Local Ternary Upper Pattern, ALTUP) and The negative part (defined as: Adaptive Local Ternary Lower Pattern, ALTLP) is decomposed, and then the LBP operator is re-encoded for two parts, and an ALTP pattern is decomposed into two LBP modes. Specific decomposition process is shown in Fig. 5:

Through the decomposition process in the above figure, an ALTP model can be decomposed into two LBP modes. Correspondingly, the concept of unified mode in LBP can be introduced into ALTP-based image analysis, thus limiting the number of patterns generated after ALTP transform, Thus simplifying the computational complexity of ALTP in image analysis. In this paper, ALTP is introduced in face recognition. In face recognition based on ALTP, the face image is divided into several small areas first. Then, the ALTP transform is carried out for each small area and the ALTP mode is obtained after the ALTP transformation is obtained. Then, the corresponding LBP mode is obtained. For image LBP mode of histogram statistics and classification and identification. Fig. 6 is a work of feature extraction based on ALTP in face recognition.

Through the decomposition process in the above figure, an ALTP model can be decomposed into two LBP modes. Correspondingly, the concept of unified mode in LBP can be introduced into ALTP-based image analysis, thus limiting the number of patterns generated after ALTP transform, Thus simplifying the computational complexity of ALTP in image analysis. In this paper, ALTP is introduced in face recognition. In face recognition based on ALTP, the face image is divided into several small areas first. Then, the ALTP transform is carried out for each small area and the ALTP mode is obtained after the ALTP transformation is obtained. Then, the corresponding LBP mode is obtained. For image LBP mode of histogram statistics and classification and identification. Fig. 6 is a work of feature extraction based on ALTP in face recognition.

In order to verify the performance of the ALTP operator in face recognition in a variety of complex environments, we chose the FERET face database [17, 18]. FERET face database contains 1196 individuals of 14051 gray images. These images are as follows: light changes, facial expressions change, posture changes and age changes. In this experiment, we mainly use the front image in the face database. FERET’s frontal image mainly contains the following subsets:

- **FA subset**: contains 1196 people of the front image, mainly used as training images.
- **FB subset**: contains 1195 images, compared with the image in the FA subset, the FB subset of the image contains the facial expression changes.
- **FC subset**: contains 194 images, the image is collected in different lighting conditions.
- **DUP I subset**: contains 722 images, the image is collected in the FA subset in 1 minute to 1031 days after the acquisition.
- **DUP II subset**: contains 234 images, the image is collected in the FA subset in 18 months after the collection.

Select the FA subset of 1196 individuals 1196 positive images composition training set, the other four subsets of all the images constitute a test subset. The parameters in LTP and ALTP are still perform according to the parameters in the previous section.

In the experimental results based on LBP, LDP, LTP and ALTP shown in Fig. 5, the recognition rate of FC-based recognition based on ALTP, the recognition rate of DUP II, and the overall average recognition rate of FERET face database are And the recognition rate of ALTP algorithm is 75.77%, which is 37.11%, 17.52% and 44.84% higher than that of LBP, LDP and LTP respectively, especially in the FC library (including illumination change). This further illustrates that ALTP operators have better robustness in recognition with illumination changes compared to the other three methods.

This paper presents the basic principle of local trivalent mode LTP and adaptive local trivalent mode ALTP, and introduces ALTP into face recognition. The biggest difference between LTP and LBP operator is that the LTP operator
introduces the parameters, and the parameter setting needs to be artificially carried out. This will affect the operation of LTP in image analysis. To solve this problem, this paper proposed ALTP operator, the mean of the local area and the standard deviation of the whole image, and automatically calculate the threshold. Experiments show that the ALTP operator has achieved excellent results in face recognition with illumination and expression changes.
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